Test Your Vocabulary Skills

Match Base and Strong Adjectives – Intensifiers

These cards are for use with the base and strong adjective cards (pp.1-2). Print them out, then cut them up and mix them together with the adjective cards. Make a number of correct phrases and a number of incorrect phrases. Say why they are incorrect. For more information and activities, see p.5.

Intensifiers only used with base adjectives:

- amazingly
- extremely
- exceptionally
- incredibly

- pretty
- very

- fairly

- quite
- rather

- a bit
- a little
- somewhat

Intensifiers only used with strong adjectives:

- absolutely
- completely
- totally
- utterly

- unusually

- particularly

4 synonyms
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Intensifiers used with base and strong adjectives:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>really</th>
<th>quite</th>
<th>so</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
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